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Topology preserving warping of binary images.Appliation to atlas-based skull segmentationSylvain Faisan1, Niolas Passat1, Vinent Noblet1, Renée Chabrier2, andChristophe Meyer3
1LSIIT - UMR CNRS 7005, Strasbourg I University, Frane
2LINC - UMR CNRS 7191, Strasbourg I University, Frane

3University Hospital of Besançon, FraneAbstrat. Lots of works have been reently arried out in the �eld ofnon-rigid registration to ensure the estimation of one-to-one mappings.However, warping a binary image with suh transformations may alterits disrete topologial properties if ommon resampling strategies areonsidered. This paper proposes an original method for warping a bi-nary image aording to some ontinuous and bijetive mapping, whilepreserving its disrete topologial properties. Results obtained in the on-text of atlas-based segmentation highlight the interest of the approah.Indeed, the method has been suessfully applied to the segmentation ofskull strutures from a database of 15 CT-sans, providing both geomet-rially and topologially satisfatory results.1 IntrodutionImage warping is the proess of applying some geometri transformation to animage. Given an image M and a ontinuous deformation �eld h, the goal isto ompute the warped image S, so that for eah voxel v, S(v) = M(h(v)).Sine h(v) does not neessarily orrespond with grid point, some interpolationtehniques are required to evaluate M(h(v)).Although several image interpolation tehniques (linear, ubi) [1℄ have beenproposed for grey-level images, no spei� attention has been paid to the aseof binary data. Common interpolation tehniques, exept the nearest neighbourinterpolation, do not guarantee the resampled image S to remain a binary im-age. To irumvent this limitation, it is possible to use a thresholding as post-proessing of interpolation to get a binary image. Unfortunately, warping a dis-rete image aording to a ontinuous and bijetive (i.e. topology-preserving)deformation �eld with these ommon interpolation tehniques may fail in pre-serving its disrete topologial properties. Quite surprisingly, many works havebeen devoted to develop registration methods providing deformation �elds whihpreserve the ontinuous topology, while the topology preservation of disrete ob-jets deformed by suh �elds has not yet been onsidered. Based on these on-siderations, we propose an algorithm for warping a binary image aording to atopology-preserving deformation �eld without altering its disrete topology.



The proposed approah is inspired from onepts generally onsidered in theontext of segmentation, where topology preservation is a ruial issue. The seg-mentation methods dealing with this onstraint are often based on the oneptof 3-D simple points [2℄ (i.e. points whose addition or removal from a binaryobjet does not alter its topology), whih an be loally haraterised in on-stant time, leading to fast algorithms. The basi idea of the proposed methodis to modify the initial image in a homotopy-preserving fashion by adding andremoving simple points until onverging to a solution that is as lose as possibleto the ontinuous warped image.The paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2, the proposed method isdesribed. In Setion 3, results in the ontext of atlas-based segmentation arepresented. Conlusions and perspetives are provided in Setion 4.2 MethodThe method of warping a binary image M aording to a ontinuous and bije-tive deformation �eld h an be stated as the following onstrained optimisationproblem:
Ŝ = arg min

S∼M
d(S,M, h) , (1)where S is a binary image onstrained to be topologially equivalent to M and

d(S,M, h) a distane between S and the ontinuous warped image M(h). Thispaper presents a method to takle this problem. We �rst introdue in Se. 2.1the distane d(S,M, h). Then, we explain in Se. 2.2 how to onstrain S tobe topologially equivalent to M during the optimisation proess. Finally, theoptimisation strategy is detailed in Se. 2.3. A global overview of the method isgiven in Alg. 1.2.1 Cost funtionSine M and S are onstrained to have the same topology, there is a one-to-one relation between onneted omponents (CCs) of M and the ones of S.These CCs an be bakground CCs (BCCs) or objet CCs (OCCs), eah CCorresponding to a distint label. We de�ne N (v, S,M) as the CC in M whihorresponds to the CC in S that enloses voxel v. The distane d(S,M, h) be-tween S and the ontinuous warped image M(h) is onsidered hereafter as theost funtion, and is omputed as follows:
d(S,M, h) =

∑

v∈S

ρ(v, S,M, h) , with ρ(v, S,M, h) = min
v′∈N (v,S,M)

‖v′ − h(v)‖ ,(2)where ρ(v, S,M, h) is the distane between h(v) and the CC of M whih isassoiated to the CC that enloses v in S. To larify the idea, the omputationof the ost funtion is illustrated in a 2-D ase in Fig. 1. ρ(v, S,M, h) an bee�iently evaluated by omputing the hamfer distane map of the CC of M(the one assoiated to the CC that enloses v in S) and by evaluating its value
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cFig. 1. Illustration of the omputation of ρ(v, S, M, h) for 6 pixels. M is omposed oftwo OCCs and of one BCC. ρ(v, S, M, h) is equal to 0 for v2, v3, and v5 sine h(v2),

h(v3), and h(v5) belong to the same CC as v2, v3, and v5, respetively. However, v6belongs to the seond OCC whereas h(v6) belongs to the BCC so that ρ(v6, S, M, h)is equal to b, namely, the distane between h(v6) and the seond OCC (in M). In thesame way, ρ(v1, S, M, h) = a and ρ(v4, S, M, h) = c.at position h(v). Notie that the hamfer distane map an be omputed onetime for eah CC.2.2 Topology handlingAt the beginning of the method, S is initialized to M and is then modi�ed byiterative removal/addition of simple points. The label of a simple point is hangedif it dereases the ost funtion. When hanging the label of v, it is assoiatedunambiguously to a unique CC, sine it is a simple point. To determine this CC,two images representing the labels of S are used. They are updated during thewhole proess with S.The removal/addition of simple points an be not appropriated when a voxelhas to be �translated�. The translation an be interpreted in terms of an addition(resp. a removal) followed by a removal (resp. an addition) of simple points. How-ever, the ost funtion is estimated after eah label modi�ation. Consequently,the �rst modi�ation may inrease the ost funtion, leading to refuse this oper-ation, whereas both modi�ations may derease the ost funtion. That is whythe onept of topology-preserving translation is de�ned. This notion is inter-preted here as the simultaneous modi�ation of the status of a ouple (v, v′) ofadjaent voxels suh that S(v) = 1−S(v′). To guarantee topology preservation,it is su�ient to hek that v (resp. v′) is simple for S and v′ (resp. v) is simplein S′ obtained from S after the modi�ation of v (resp. v′). The translation atvoxel v is performed if it atually redues the ost funtion. If the point v anbe translated in di�erent ways, the translation whih minimises at best the ostfuntion is hosen.2.3 Optimisation strategyThe purpose of the optimisation strategy is to reah the minimal value of the ostfuntion by iterative removal/addition of simple points or by topology-preserving



translations, i.e., to onverge to a model topologially equivalent and - as muhas possible - geometrially similar to the ontinuous deformed image M ◦h. Theseletion of simple points to remove/add requires a list L whih ontains allsimple points of S presenting a positive ost. The ost is de�ned as the bene�tto hange the label at simple point v. More preisely, the modi�ation of S(v)enables to derease the ost funtion from the ost c(v, S,M, h):
c(v, S,M, h) = d(S,M, h) − d(S′,M, h) = ρ(v, S,M, h) − ρ(v, S′,M, h) , (3)where S′ is the image obtained from S by modifying the value at v.During the dynamial sheme, when modifying a simple point v in S toobtain a new image S′, there is no need to reompute the whole list L sine

(i) c(v′, S,M, h) = c(v′, S′,M, h) for all voxels v′ 6= v, and (ii) simple propertyof points an only be modi�ed in the 26-neighbourhood of v. Consequently, thealgorithm proeeds as follows until L is empty. The point of highest ost, denoted
v0, is removed from the list. The label of S at v0 is then modi�ed. This mayhange the simple points whih are in the 26-neighbourhood of v0: points whihwere not simple (resp. simple) and whih beome simple (resp. non-simple) mustbe added if they have a positive ost (resp. removed) in (resp. from) L.When ρ(v, S,M, h) = 0, the voxel v belongs to the orret CC. A ost
ρ(v, S,M, h) > 0 an result from the fat that h(v) is at the interfae of ob-jets (h being a ontinuous �eld) or from topologial onstraints. However, itmay also result from the onvergene of the method to a loal minimum. To dealwith this issue, we hek for all voxels v verifying ρ(v, S,M, h) > 0 if it is pos-sible to translate v to redue the ost funtion without topology modi�ation.It may happen that a translation generates new simple points in the neighbour-hood of the involved points, enabling to keep deforming the urrent image S by�lassial� simple point modi�ation.In order to avoid onvergene onto loal minima (resulting from geometri-al or topologial onstraints) whih an appear with large displaements, thedeformation is performed in a �smooth� way by onsidering N + 1 intermediatedeformation �elds omputed from h, namely h(0), h(1), . . ., h(N) suh that:

{

h(0) = Id, h(N) = h (i)
∀j ∈ [0, N − 1], ∀v ∈ S, ‖h(j+1)(v) − h(j)(v)‖ < 1 (ii)

(4)Constraint (ii) provides a lower bound for N : N ≥ maxv∈S ‖h(v) − v‖ . Thedeformation �elds h(i) (0 < i < N) are �nally de�ned by:
∀v ∈ S, h(i)(v) = v +

i

N
(h(v) − v) . (5)The optimisation sheme just desribed is ahieved by onsidering sequentially

h(1), h(2), . . ., h(N). The algorithm is �nally desribed in Alg. 1.



Algorithm 1 Topology-preserving warping of binary images.Input: M (binary image to warp aording to h), h (transformation �eld)Output: S (warped binary image)
S = M
(h(i))N

i=1 = transformation �elds obtained from hfor h∗ = h(1) to h(N) do
L = list of simple points with positive ost c(v, S, M, h) in Srepeatwhile L 6= ∅ do

v = point of highest ost in L
S(v) = 1 − S(v) /* swith the label of v in S */Update L onsidering the new status of points in the neighbourhood of vend whilefor all voxels v verifying ρ(v, S, M, h) > 0 and whih an be translated with v′ by reduingthe ost funtion do
(S(v), S(v′)) = (1 − S(v), 1 − S(v′)) /* perform the translation */Update L onsidering the new status of points in the neighbourhood of v, v′end foruntil L = ∅end for3 Appliation: skull segmentation from CT san data3.1 ExperimentsOne important appliation of the proposed approah onerns atlas-based seg-mentation [3℄. Suh methods rely on a binary model M of the strutures ofinterest whih has been obtained from the segmentation of an image R. Whensearhing the strutures of interest in a new image I, the �rst step onsists inestimating a deformation �eld h by registering R onto I. The strutures of inter-est in I, denoted S, are then obtained by transforming M aording to h. Thebinary image topology-preserving deformation is also of great interest sine weguarantee that M and S have the same topology. In the sequel, the method isproposed for the segmentation of skull strutures from CT-san data.The proposed strategy onsists in deforming a pre-proessed skull templateassoiated to a referene CT image R. This template models the parts of the skullwhih have to be segmented in a geometrially and topologially orret fashion.In partiular, it is omposed of one onneted omponent, and has no avity butten holes orresponding to the foramen magnum, the zygomati arhes, et. (seeFig. 2). This template is atually the binary image M whih has to be warpedaording to a 3-D deformation �eld h estimated by registering R onto the CTimage I to be segmented.3.2 ResultsThe e�ieny of the method is not evaluated in terms of segmentation auraysine it largely depends on the preision of the estimated deformation �eld. Thegoal of this experiment is to validate the proposed method (PM) and to showthe bene�t of the approah with omparison to other interpolation methods,namely, the nearest neighbour interpolation (M1), and the linear interpolation



Fig. 2. Skull template used in the proposed appliation. Left, middle: whole template.Right: template visualised with its topologial skeleton. It has to be notied that thisis a partial template: strutures suh as the vertebrae, for example, are not modelledsine their segmentation is not required here.followed by a thresholding with a threshold of 0.5 (M2). These methods areompared from two points of view, a topologial one and a geometrial one.From a topologial point of view, the average number of OCCs (see b0 inTab. 1), of holes (b1), and of avities (b2=number of BCCs −1) are omputedfor the 15 transported segmentation maps obtained for eah method. The pro-posed method is the only one guaranteeing topology preservation: the topologyis strongly altered by methods M1 and M2 (leading to onneted omponentsplitting, hole and avity generations, et.). For example, method M1 generateson average a number of 150 undesired avities in the segmentation result. Toillustrate this point, Fig. 3 presents a typial result for the proposed method(right) and for the M2 method (left).From a geometrial point of view, the segmentation maps obtained with theproposed approah (Fig. 3, right) is satisfatory sine similar to the result ob-
erroneous

holes

Fig. 3. Segmentation results obtained with method M2 (left) and the proposed method(right). The topology has been altered in the left image, but preserved in the right one.Note that the surfaes are visually noisy sine the real disrete results are visualisedhere without mesh generation.



P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 d dmax b0 b1 b2

M1 61.87 30.43 7.39 0.31 0.00 3.70.10−3 0.87 1.33 ± 0.59 109 ± 51.0 150 ± 71.0
M2 62.18 37.82 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.44.10−3 0.50 1.06 ± 0.25 24.8 ± 8.00 7.20 ± 2.80
PM 62.19 37.77 0.04 10−3 10−4 3.44.10−3 1.06 1.00 ± 0.00 10.0 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00Table 1. Comparison of the proposed method (PM) from a geometrial (Pi, d, and

dmax) and from a topologial (bi) point of view with the nearest neighbour interpolation(M1) and the linear interpolation with thresholding (M2). Pi: ratio (%) of points v forwhih ρ(v, S, M, h) is in ](i − 1), i].25.10−2 mm (this ratio is omputed without on-sidering voxels for whih ρ(v, S, M, h) is equal to 0); d: mean distane of ρ(v, S, M, h);
dmax: maximal value of ρ(v, S, M, h) for the 15 ases; b0 (resp. b1, b2): number of objetonneted omponents (resp. holes, avities).tained with M2 (the M1 and M2 methods provide by onstrution geometriallyorret results). To provide quantitative omparison, the following strategy isused. As M is omposed of only one OCC and one BCC, the omputation of
ρ(v, S,M, h) is possible for eah method (to ompute ρ(v, S,M, h) for the M1and M2 approahes, voxels, for whih S(v) = 1, are assoiated with the OCC,and the others orrespond to the BCC). We observe �rstly that the ratios ofpoints for whih ρ(v, S,M, h) = 0 are idential for the three methods (98.6%).Results resumed in Tab. 1 provide the ratios of the other points (namely 1.4%)in terms of distane. The inspetion of the results shows that the three methodsare relatively similar. Note that the maximal distane is a little bit higher (butstill low) for the proposed method. More preisely, on the 15 onsidered ases,5 segmentation maps have a unique voxel v whose value ρ(v, S,M, h) is lightlygreater than one (the maximal value enountered in the 15 ases for ρ is 1.06).This is due to the fat that the topology preservation indues here geometrionstraints. Finally, we an onlude that the geometry is similar for the threemethods, but only the proposed approah an orretly handle topology. It hasto be notied that the algorithm has also been tested with objets omposed ofseveral CCs. Results are satisfatory but not presented in this paper.3.3 DisussionWe an notie that medial image segmentation methods [4�6℄ based on topology-preserving deformation of a binary model1 have been proposed in the last years.They generally rely on simple algorithmi proesses and hypotheses: (i) they usemonotoni transformations whih either remove or add simple points from/toa model M neessarily surrounding/surrounded by S, (ii) suh models are pro-posed for strutures having a non-omplex topology or topologially simpli�ed,and (iii) only simple deformation funtions (based on grey-level values or dis-tane maps) are onsidered. The deformation strategy proposed here leads to a1 Some methods are based on label models, unfortunately with several approximations[7, 8℄ resulting from still open theoretial problems on label image topology.



segmentation method based on the same onepts but presenting several impor-tant improvements: the methods an use non-trivial topologial models whihevolve in a non-monotoni and topology-preserving fashion under the guidaneof omplex deformation funtions.4 ConlusionA new method for warping a binary image in a disrete topology preservingfashion aording to a ontinuous topology preserving deformation �eld has beenproposed. Further works will onsist in extending this method to label images.Suh extension will require to develop a sound theoretial framework for topo-logial modelling and deformation of suh images.The proposed method has been suessfully applied to medial image segmen-tation. Another perspetive is to onsider the proposed framework for devisingstrategies whose behaviour may evolve during the deformation proess, for ex-ample by performing in parallel segmentation and registration, as proposed in[9℄.Referenes1. Lehmann, T., Gonner, C., Spitzer, K.: Survey: interpolation methods in medialimage proessing. IEEE Transations on Medial Imaging 18(11) (1999) 1049�10752. Bertrand, G., Malandain, G.: A new haraterization of three-dimensional simplepoints. Pattern Reognition Letters 15(2) (1994) 169�1753. Dawant, B., Hartmann, S., Thirion, J.P., Maes, F., Vandermeulen, D., Demaerel,P.: Automati 3-D segmentation of internal strutures of the head in MR imagesusing a ombination of similarity and free-form deformations : Part I, methodologyand validation on normal subjets. IEEE Transations on Medial Imaging 18(10)(1999) 902�9164. Mangin, J.F., Frouin, V., Bloh, I., Régis, J., López-Krahe, J.: From 3D mag-neti resonane images to strutural representations of the ortex topography usingtopology preserving deformations. Journal of Mathematial Imaging and Vision5(4) (1995) 297�3185. Dokládal, P., Lohou, C., Perroton, L., Bertrand, G.: Liver blood vessels extrationby a 3-D topologial approah. In Taylor, C., Colhester, A., eds.: MICCAI 1999.Volume 1679 of LNCS., Springer, Heidelberg (1999) 98�1056. Passat, N., Ronse, C., Baruthio, J., Armspah, J.P., Bos, M., Fouher, J.: Usingmultimodal MR data for segmentation and topology reovery of the erebral super-�ial venous tree. In Bebis, G., Boyle, R., Korain, D., Parvin, B., eds.: ISVC 2005.Volume 3804 of LNCS., Springer, Heidelberg (2005) 60�677. Bazin, P.L., Pham, D.: Topology-preserving tissue lassi�ation of magneti reso-nane brain images. IEEE Transations on Medial Imaging 26(4) (2007) 487�4968. Miri, S., Passat, N., Armspah, J.P.: Topologially-based segmentation of brainstrutures from T1 MRI. In: ISMM 2007. Volume 2. (2007) 33�349. Faisan, S., Passat, N., Noblet, V., Chabrier, R., Armspah, J.P., Meyer, C.: Seg-mentation of head bones in 3-D CT images from an example. In: ISBI 2008. (2008)81�84


